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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Avla n Administration

14 CFR Part 13

[Docket No. 25690; Arndt. No. 13-18]

Rules of Practice for FAA Civil Pena1ty
Actl os

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administralion (FAA). DOT.
ACTION: Disposition of comments.

su ARV: The FAA issued procedural
rules. effective upon publication. to
implement amendments to the Federal
Aviation Act. Because the rules of
practice are purely procedural and are
necessary to govern on-the-record
h arings required by statule, the FAA
determined that notice and public
commen p ocedures were not required
by law and were impracticable,
unnecessary. and contrary to the public
interest. However. the FAA provided an
opportunity for public comment on the
rules after publication in the Federal
Register This notice addresses the
comments submitted to the public
docket on the rules of practice.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Allan H. Horowitz, Manager.
Enforcement Policy Branch (AGC-260).
Office of the Chief Counsel. Federal
Aviation Administration. 800
Independence Avenue SW.•
Washington. DC 20591; telephone (202)
267-3137.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On
August 31, 1988, the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) issued revised
initiation procedures and new rules of
practice lo govern on-the-record
hearings manclated by Congress in
amendments to the Federal Aviation Act
(53 FR 34646; September 7.1988).

Although the rules of practice were
implemented without prior notice and
opportunity for comment. the agency
allowed interested persons to comment
011 the final rule within 60 days .
following publication. Twenty comments
were received. This notice responds to
those comments.

Adtlquacy of Notice
Thirteen commenters, including the

Sectlon of Administrative Law and
Regulatory Practice of the Arne ican Bar
Association (the "ABA Administrative
Section"). crIticize the agency's adoption
of these procedural rules without first
proposing them and affording
opportunity for public Gomment on the.
proposals. Several of these commenters
urge that the Administrative Procedure
Act (APA) requires such notice and that
the rules are complex and important

enough to warran it. Many of these
commentel'S, as well as many olbers.
also filed comments on the rules
themselves.

The notice and comment requirements
of the APA do not apply to rules of
agency procedure. As noted in the
notice publishing the rules. the
legislalion giving rise to the need for
such rules (Pub. L. 100-223) established
a Civil Penalty Assessment
Demonstration Program (Demonstration
Program) limited to two years' duration
and required a report of its effectiveness
to Congress in only eighteen months.
The FAA concluded that expedited
rulemaking was reqUired.

Nevertheless, in accordance with the
Regulatory Policies and Procedures of
the Department of Transportation (DOT)
(44 FR 11034; February 26. 1979). public
comments on the rules were invited for
a period of 60 days and the public was
notified that the rules were subject to
change based on the comments.
Considering the time in which a matter'
under the Demonstration Program takes
to move througJ1 the enforcement
process. the agency believes publication
of lbe final rule without prior
opportunity for comment has not
resulted in any prejudice to illterested
persons. The agency has considered the
comments to the rules of practice before
any matter has been conclusively
resolved in the administrative process.

As noted. many comments were
received follOWing publication of the
final rule. Those comments. as well as
other comments received to date, have
been fully considered by the FAA. In
addition, the FAA will continually
evaluate the adequacy and efficacy of
these rules of practice in light of the
experience gained under them in the
future. The FAA is obligated to report to
Congress by June 30. 1989 on the
implementation of the Civil Penalty
Assessment Demonstration Program.
and remaIns open to make revisions as
may be warranted.

Use of Two Forums to Adjudicate
Violations of the Federal Aviation
Regulations

Several commenters express concern
that the final rule creates a second
forum to adjudicate violations of the
Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR).
Specifically. they contend that cases
under the Demonstration Program
should be adjudicated by the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB),
which already adjudicates certificate
actions. One commenler contends that
placing the authority to adjudicate civil
penalties in a forum other than the
NTSB, which has considerable expertise

in the area of avia' on !'a~.::ty. may result
in forum shopping.

Upon examination 0 section 609 [49
U.S.C. 1429] and section 905 [49 U.S.C.
1475J of the Federal Aviation Act of 1953
(FAAct), as amended. it is clear that the
decision to create two separate forums
was that of Congress. not the FAA.
Under section 609 of the FAAct,
Congress expressly empowered the
NTSB. an independent agency, to
adjudicate orders suspending or
revoking certificates issued by the FAA.
On the other hand, Congress. in enacting
section 905 in 1987, did not expressly
designate lbe NTSB as the forum to
adjudicate proceedings under the
Demonstration Program. In the absence
of explicit Cong essional guidance. the
FAA determined that it was
inappropriate unilaterally to assign.
functions and dllties. with respect to
civil penalty actions under the
Demonstration Program. to an
independent agency. The NTSB's
authority to review Orders of the
Administrator is expressly limited to
orders that affect certificates issued by
the FAA. There is no corresponding
provision in the enabling statute of the
NTSB that addresses civil penalty
actions under the FAR. However. an
existing system of administrative law
judges. employed by the DOT who
preside over aviation economic.
hazardous materials enforcement. and
other proceedings. was available for use
by the FAA in cases involving civil
penalty actions. Instead of using the
procedural rules specifically applicable
to those cases. the FAA promulgated its
own rules of practice, specifically
applicable to civil penalty cases. for use
by the administrative law judges
employed by DOT.

The contention that the placement of
the authority to adjudicate civil penalty
actions in a forum other than the NTSB
may result in forum shopping also is
without merit. Implementation of the
Demonstration Program has not changed
the manner in which the FAA
determines the appropriate type of legal
enforcement action. Indeed, the primary
tool the FAA uses to enforce violations
of the FAR against a certificate holder is
through certificate action. The agency's
enforcement policy is reflected in FAA
Order 2150.3A. the Compliance and
Enforcement Program (Enforcement
Handbook). prepared to provide
guidance to agency personnel in
investigation. reporting, and legal
processing of enforcement cases..!t was.
revised most recently in December 1988.

Under section 905. the Administrator
is required to report to Congress. not
later than June 30. 1969, on the
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effectiveness of the Demonstration
Program. That report will address any
inconsistency between the two forums
regarding enforcement of FAR
provisions.

Loss of Opportunity for JurY Trial
Four commenters express concern

that. in cases subject to the
Demonstration Program. an alleged
violator will not have an opportunity for
a jury trial in a United States district
court, an opportunity which previously
existed as a matter of statutory right. (Il
is well-established that the
administrative assessment of civil
penalties provided by statute does not
implicate the constitutional right to a

- jury trial under the Seventh
Amendment. Atlas Raofing Co. v.
OSHRC, 430 U.S. 44Z (1977).)

As in the case of other statutory civil
penalty sehemes (e.g., that governing
violations of hazardous materials
regulation), Congress chose
administrative procedures for
adjudication of penalties in this
Demonstration Program. The FAA is
without authority to alter that legislative
choice. Under the prior statutory
scheme, requests for jury trials were
extremely rare. Under the
Demonstration Program, persons subject
to civil penalty actions will be offered
opportunity for a full hearing before an
administrative law judge and, as
provided in section 1006 of the FAAct
[49 U.S.C. 1486], a final order of the
Administrator in such cases is subject to
judicial review.

Separation of Functions

Eight commenters express concern
that the final rule's separation of
prosecutorial functions from
adjudicative and decisionmaking
functions is inadequate. In particular.
several commenters argue that the
separation of functions is inconsistent
with the APA and with constitutional
requirements of due process. A few
object generally to any placement of
prosecutorial and adjudicative functions
within the same agency. under the same
agency head.

It should suffice to answer this latter
objection to note that the practice of
housing within one agency the functions
of prosecutor. adjudicator, and
decisionmaker is well-established,
widespread throughout the Executive
Branch of the Federal government. and
was expressly contemplated by the
drafters of the APA in 1946. In fact, this
practice is the rule rather than the
exception.

Under § 13.Z03, civil penalty
proceedings are prosecuted by "agency
attorneys," heard by "administrative

law judges," and decided on appeal by
the "FAA decisionmaker." The rule
provides that agency attorneys involved
in prosecution of a civil penalty action
will not participate in or advise the
decisionmaker, after a notice of
proposed civil penalty has been issued.
except as a witness or counsel in the
proceedings. The rule provides further
that the Chief Counsel will advise the
decisionmaker and will not engage in
the prosecution or supervision of the
prosecution of a case once a notice of
proposed civil penalty has been issued.

Several commenters request that this
separation of functions be elaborated
further; one commenter suggested an
organizational change within the Office
of Chief Counsel. On January 10, 1969,
the agency BIUlounced how it will
implement the rule's separation of
functions (54 rn 1335; January 16. 1969).
The Office of Chief Counsel has also
disseminated written guidance to all
agency personnel who are involved with
the enforcement of civil penalty actions.
to ensure that the separation at
functions is strictly observed. For

-purposes of the Demonstration Program,
the Chief Counsel's office is now
organized along the lines that the DOT's
General Counsel's office is organized in
hearing cases brought under 14 crn
Chapter 2, Parts Z00-399: namely, the
Chief Counsel advises the
decisionmaker, as the General Counsel
advises the Secretary: and the Deputy
Chief Counsel supervises the agency
prosecutors, as does the Deputy General
Counsel.

The FAA believes therefore that it has
satisfied the concern of the commenters,
including the ABA Administrative
Section. that the FAA's separation of
functions is not as full as DOT's under
Part 300. In both sets of rules, the
separation of functions is effected only
after an enforcement case is initiated.
The separation of functions under the
Demonstration Program is mandated at
the time that a notice of proposed civil
penalty is issued. (14 crn Z03(b).) The
separation of functions in DOT hearing
cases "applies after the initiation of a
hearing or enforcement case by the
Department." [14 crn 300.4.) In a DOT
enforcement case brought under Part
300, a case is "initiated" upon the flJing
of a complaint. The separation of
functions within the FAA under the
Demonstration Program is triggered
before a complaint is filed, at the time a
notice of proposed ·civil penalty is
issued.

Two commenters are concerned with
a purported inconsistency between the
FAA's traditional position in hazardous
materials cases pursuant to § 13.16.
aupported by an opinion of the

Department's General Counsel, that the
requirements of the APA do not apply to
such cases, and the express requirement
in the statute authorizing the
Demonstration Program that civil
penalties may be assessed only after
notice and an on-the-record hearing. In
accordance with section 554 of the APA.
There is no inconsistency. As the
heading of revised § 13.16 makes
abundantly clear, all hazardous
materials civil penalty cases, regardless
of amount, are now handled by the same
procedures established under the
Demonstration Program. The
requirements of section.554 of the APA,
and by reference section 556 and section
557, apply to hazardous materials civil
penalty cases initiated after September
7,1968.

Three commenters object that the rule
pennits the decisionmaker to confer
with the prosecutor concerning whether
to begin a civil penalty proceeding by
issuing a notice of proposed civil
penalty. The commenters express
concern that any such preliminary
discussion could lead to bias or
predisposition of a case by the FAA
decisionmaker in a particular civil
penalty action.

The FAA has carefully balanced the
interest of the Administrator to
determine whether a case should be
initiated and the rights of individuals to
impartial adjudication. The
Administrator, as the head of an agency
empowered to perform critical
prosecutorial and adjudicatorY
functions, must have the discretion to be
involved in a preliminary decision to
proceed with an enforcement action.
Such participation could lead to a
decision not to initiate the case. At the
same time, the Administrator must
function independently of the prosecutor
in the event that an appeal is taken from
the initial decision of an administrative
law judge. As a practical matter, the
Administrator perfonns two
fundamentally different functions when

- participating in a preliminary
determination of whether sufficient
evidence exists to initiate a case and
when reviewing an initial decision on
appeal based on evidence contained in
the record.

The Administrator lawfully may
participate in a decision to bring a case.
By its terms. the APA's prescription of
separation of functions is not designed
to restrict the head of the agency.
Section 554[d)(2) states, "[t]his
subsection does not apply • • • to the
agency or a member or members of the
body comprising the agency." The
Administrator, 8S FAA decisionmaker
on appeal under the Demonstration
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Program, is thus not subject to the
separation of functions mandated by the
APA. The restrictions instead are
directed to the "employee who presides
at the reception of evidence"
(administrative law judgel and the
"employee engaged in the performance
of investigative or prosecuting
functions" (agency attorney). [5 U.S.C.
554(d).j See Attorney General's Manual
on the Administrative Procedure Act, at
53-58 (1947).

Although the Administrator is
specifically exempted from the APA
prescriptions, the FAA elected to
separate the prosecutorial and
adjudicatory functions. at a very early
stage in the proceedings, to ensure the
independence and impartiality of the
decisionmaker in the event of appellate
proceedings Wlder the Demonstration
Program. In addition, the rules provide
that a final decision and order of the
Administrator, issued after appeal, and
the basis for that decision, ultimately is
subject to judicial scrutiny.

The two court decisions relied on by
these commenters are inapposite. Both
involved challenges to the exercise of
investigative or prosecutorial functions
by the adjudicator. In Finer Foods Sale
Ca. v. Block. 708 F.2d 774 (D.C. Cir.
1983), the only issue presented was
whether the judicial officer's earlier
involvement in 8 reparations order
precluded him from deciding a
disciplinary case, Grolier v. FTC, 615
F.2d 1215 (9th Cir. 19801, concerned
whether an attorney-advisor to a
member of the Federal Trade
Commission could participate as an
administrative law judge in a case if be
had previously engaged in the
perfonnance of investigative or
prosecuting functions. Under the
Demonstration Program there is no
doubt that the FAA adjudicator and
decisionmaker are neither engaged in
prosecution nor subject to the
supervision or direction of .one who is.

Initiation of the Hearing Proceeding

Four commenters, including the ABA
Administrative Section, object to the
procedure of initiating the hearing
process with an order of civil penalty
rather than a notice of proposed civil
penalty. Specifically, the commenters
object that when an individual requests
a hearing the agency issues an order
which asserts rmdings or detenninations
of violations rather than allegations. The
commenters believe that this procedure
shifts, or appears to shift, the burden of
proof to the individual charged with the
violation.

The assertions in a notice of proposed
civil penalty or an order of civil penalty
essentially are equivalent to

unanswered allegations. In the scheme
of the procedural rules. these allegations
do not become "findings" until they are
admitted, unanswered, or determined
after administrative adjudication. Only
then do they result in findings that bind
the parties. The order of civil penalty
sets out the prosecutorial position as a
result of an investigation and any
informal proceedings. It represents
notice of what the agency attorney
intends to prove at the hearing and does
not shift the burden of proof from the
agency to an individual who has
received the order. This process is
similar to practice before the NTSB
where the FAA issues "orders" affecting
an individual"s certificate before a
hearing is held before an NTSB
administrative law judge. Section 13,224
clearly states that the agency has the
burden of proving the rmdings asserted
in the order, This provision is in
compliance with section 558(d) of the
APA which provides that "(e)xcept as
otherwise provided by statute, the
proponent of a rule or order has the
burden of proof."

Further. § 13.208 provides that the
order of civil penalty shall serve as the
complaint, which begins the hearing
process. Because the order serves as the
complaint. which is in essence 8
charging document, there should be no
perception that the agency has shifted
the burden of proof or that an
adjudicatory decisionmaker has
prejudged the matter.

Compromise of a Civil Penalty Action
Three commenters express concern

regarding the effect of tbe
Demonstration Program on civil penalty
compromises.

Formerly. all FAA civil penalty
actions were settled by compromise
whenever agreement on an acceptable
penalty could be reached without
institution of suit in a United States
district court. Such compromises do not
result in a formal adjudication or finding
or a violation. This avenue continues to
be available for penalties above the
$50,000 maximum specified for
Demonstration Program cases, and
results from the statutory limitation of
the Administrator's authority only to
"compromise" a penalty in those cases.
(49 U.S.C. 1471) Such violations may be
adjudicated only by the district court.

In contrast, Congress has expressly
authorized the Administrator to
"assess" civil penalties in cases under
the Demonstration Program "upon
written notice and finding of violation."
(49 U.S.C. 905) Tbe FAA knows of no
evidence that Congress intended that
some cases involving penalties of
$50,000 or less would be adjudIcated

under the Demonstration Program (e.g.,
with a rmding of violation) and that
others would not. Accordingly. the
agency intends to proceed in accordance
with the Demonstration Program in all
such cases, Alleged violators must, in
any event, be treated consistently.

These requiremehts of the
Demonstration Program have no effect
on the ability of persons to seek to
negotiate reductions in the amounts of
proposed penalties or to settle on such
amounts at any stage of the proceedings,
Nevertheless, since such settlements
will result in an order including findings
of violations, respondents in some cases
may be reluctant to enter into
settlements which might have been
acceptable to them under the former
"compromise" scheme. The FAA is
satisfied that Congress considered such
factors in choosing to establish an
alternative scheme which affords a more
expeditious and efficient method for
adjudicating civil penalties.

Location of Hearings

One commenter questions the rule's
provisions for the selection of the
location for 8 hearing. This commenter
auggests that, particularly for those
cases in which the alleged violation
occurred aboard an aircraft in flight and
the aUeged violator is a passenger,
provision should be made for the
bearing to be held near the place of the
alleged violator's residence.

The rules provide that both the person
requesting the hearing and the agency
attorney may suggest a location for the
hearing. (14 CFR 13.18(i) and 13.208(b))
Where there is no agreement between
the person requesting the hearing and
the agency attorney, the docket clerk
shall assign a hearing location near the
place where the incident occurred. (14
CFR 13.208(c)) If a party is not satisfied
with this assignment, he or she may file
a motion with the administrative law
judge to request a different hearing
location or the administrative law judge
may, on his or her own motion, change
the hearing location. (14 CFR 13.221[c))
The administrative law judge may
decide any location for the hearing
based on a review of factors that
include, but are not limited to, "due
regard to where the majority of the
witnesses reside or work, the
convenience of the parties. and whether
the location is served by scheduled air
carrier." (14 CFR 13.221(c))

The FAA believes that these
procedures give adequate consideration
to the needs of the respondents 8S well
as of witnesses who will be involved in
these cases. The FAA believes that
cases involving an alleged violation
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committed by a passenger aboard an
aircraft in flight and where there is no
agreement between the person
requesting the hearing and the agency
attorney regardIng the location of the
hearing. will be rare. In addition, after
review of the comment and the
provisions of the rule dealing with the
location of a hearing. the FAA believes
that the current provisions are flexible
enough to avoid hardship to either the
respondent or the witnesses involved In

a particular case.
If either party disagrees with the

location of the hearing set by the docket
clerk. either party may submit a motion
to the administrative law judge to
change the location of the hearing. The
FAA was aware that an inconvenient
location could cause hardship to the
parties; thus. the FAA provided that a
motion to change the location for a
hearing could be submitted as soon as
an administrative law judge has been
assigned to the proceedings. The FAA
anticipates that the location of the
hearing, and any disputes regarding the
location, will be resolv"d definitively by
the administrative law judge very early
in the proceedings.

Discovery

One commenter expresses concern
about the discovery process provided in
the rules. This commenter criticizes
several of the aspects of the discovery
scheme. including that it is to be
conducted without the consent or
approval of the administrative law
judge, that all of a respondent's
discovery requests must be served on
the agency attorney of record with no
"companion courtesy" for respondents
regarding agency requests, and that the
test for what is discoverable is unduly
broad.

The FAi\. in promulgating these rules.
was mindful of the lack of a discovery
scheme in the rules of proceeding for
enforcement hearings before the NTSB.
Because of the absence of a clearly
delineated discovery process in the
NTSB rules, disputes regarding
discovery have often resulted and
hearings have been delayed while
parties waited for the administrative
law judges to resolve the disputes. The
agency resolved to avoid similar
problems in the implementation of the
Demonstration Program.

Each of the discovery rules was
designed to give maximum flexibility to
the parties and to ensure that discovery
could be conducted as broadly as the
parties wish without need for frequent
actions or rulings by the administrative
law judge. That such an objective is
necessary can be assumed from the lack

of other comments about the discovery
rules as promulgated.

The requirement to serve any
discovery requests on the agency
attorney of record was included because
of problems often experienced in this
area in l\TTSB cases. In those cases.
respondents have served discovery
requests on the technical offices of the
agency and the agency attorney on the
case remains unaware of the request
until a reasonable time in which to
answer or object' has already passed.

This section of the rules is not
intended to imply that the agency
attorney will not serve discovery
requests on the respondent. Indeed. the
FAA practice is, and will remain, that
agency attorneys serve counsel for the
respondents or the respondents
themselves if they are not represented
by counsel. The FAA is not aware that
any such problem exists with the service
of agency discovery requests on
respondents.

One commenter indicates that the
informal conference procedure used by
FAA in all enforcement cases prior to
the Demonstration Program and adopted
also for the Demonstration Program
unfairly gives the FAA an opportunity
for discovery at a time when the
respondent comes in with "defenses laid
down."

It has always been tbe agency's
practice to hold informal conferences off
the record and not to use information
learned at an informal conference
against a respondent. Paragraph
1207(a)(4) of the Enforcement Handbook
[FAA Order 2150.3A) provides:

The informal conference should not be
used as 8 means to gather additional
evidence or admissions to prove the charges
in the enforcement action. However. any
additional infonnation obtained may be used
for impeachment purposes if the alleged
violator changes his story with regard to a
material fact in subsequent proceedings.

On the other hand, if infonnation
presented at the informal conference
exonerates the respondent from some or
all of th~ alleged infractions, the agency
does not continue to press those
allegations. The infonnal proceedings
most frequently serve to benefit a
respondent in that allegations which are
disproved or refuted during informal
proceedings are dropped. In addition.
there is no provision in the rules of
practice that requires a respondent to
participate in informal proceedings or to
request and to attend an informal
conference. Given this experience
regarding the normal way in which the
informal conference process works, the
FAA does not believe there is a need to
revise the rule.

Evidentiary Matters

Several commenters express concern
that the standard for sdmissibilily of
evidence of § 13.222 is unduly broad. Of
particular concern to commenters
representing air carriers and operators
of large transport category aircraft is the
apparent admissibility of cockpit voice
recorder (CVRj and flight data recorder
[FDR) information.

These commenters argue that such
evidence is inadmissible in FAA
enforcement actions by regulation,
statute or case law and that the rules of
procedure for the Demonstration
Program cannot. and should not attempt
to. effect a change in the admissibility of
such evidence in these cases. Each of
these cammenters points to § 121.359
and § 135.151, which provide that
cockpit voice recorder information is not
used by the Administrator in any civil
penalty or certificate action. They argue
that § 13.222 should be amended to
specifically exclude CVR and FDR data
in actions brought under the _
Demonstration Program.

With respect to use of the CVR and
FDR data, the revisions to Part 13 of the
FAR were not intended to impliedly
amend either part 121 or Part 135. Nor
was it the intent of the FAA, in the
promulgation of the rules of practice for
civil penalty actions, to change any
existing regulations, policies or practices
with regard to the use of information
obtained from either cockpit voice
recorders or flight data recorders. The
agency will continue to operate under
existing rules, policies and practices in
the handling of information from the
cockpit voice and flight data recorders.
It is not necessary to amend § 13.222
merely to reflect that it does not alter
existing authority and practice.

Two commenters express
dissatisfaction that § 13.222(c) makes
hearsay evidence admissible in hearings
conducted under the rules. Both
commenters acknowledge. however.
that the admission of hearsay evidence
is a longstanding, accepted practice in
administrative bearings. One of these
comrnenters expresses difficulty in
understanding why Congress would
have mandated the application of the
Federal Rules of Evidence to bearings
before the National Labor Relations
Board, under the Labor Management
Relations Act of 1947, and yet not give
the same protection to parties to FAA
administrative hearings. Another
indicates that. unlike the general rule of
admissibility of hearsay in other
administrative forums. this rule removes
the discretion of the administrative Jaw
judge to exclude hearsay evidence. This.
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the commenter argues. eliminates
fairness from the proceeding.

The legislation which establishes the
Demonstration Program requires that
civil penalties under this authority be
assessed only after notice and an
opportunity for 8 hearing on the record.
in accordance with section 554 of the
APA. There is no requirement. either in
the legislation or the APA. to conduct
these hearings in accordance witb the
Federal Rules of Evidence. As the
cornmenters acknowledge. the
admissIon of hearsay in administrative
hearings is a generally well-known and
long-standing procedure.

Further. the fact that hearsay evidence
is admissible, regardless of other
considerations. does not remove the
discretion of the administrative law
judge. Section 13.222(c) provides that the
hearsay character of the evidence goes
only to the weight to be accorded that
evidence. Thus. the administrative law
judge retains significant discretion
regarding the treatment of hearsay
evidence and fairness is not
compromised by this clear statement of
the treatment which will be given to
hearsay evidence.

Participation by Persons Otber Than Ihe
Parties

One commenter states that § 13.206,
the intervention section. is
unnecessarily restricttve and should be
amended to give the administrative law
judge the discretion to allow
intervention where it will serve the ends
of justice. The commenter believes that
allowing intervention would allow
individuals and interested groups an
opportunity to be heard before a penalty
is assessed binding them. affecting their
property or financialioterests, or
otherwise significantiy affecting them.

The FAA believes that Intervention at
the hearing stage of the proceedings
generally does not contribute to
resolution of the issues at the hearing
and may unnecessarily delay the
hearing. The issues to be decided at a
hearing will be factual determinations of
whether a party violated distinct
Federal Aviation Regulations or
Hazardous Materials Regulations. In the
vast majority of cases. a determination
of whether an individual violated a
regulation affects only the parties to an
individual case. Participation by others
in the fact finding hearing stage of the
proceedings would not contribute
significantly to the resolution of the
issues before the administrative law
judge. In addition. when an order of civil
penalty is affirmed, modified. or
reversed by the administrative law
judge. that order is binding only on the
parties to the hearing and would directly

affect only their financial or property
interests. Nevertheless. § 13.233(f)
provides that the FAA decisionmaker
may allow amicus curiae briefs in the
appeal of an initial decision. This should
provide a sufficient opportunity for any
persons who have a substantial interest.
not sufficiently represented by the
parties. with a direct interest in the
proceeding, to participate in the
enforcement process.

Argument Before the Administrative
Law Judge

The ABA Administrative Section
objects to § 13.231 which states that
"[ojnly in a clearly complex or unusual
case. the administrative law judge may
request or the parties may agree to file
written arguments with the
administrative law judge." The
commenter beHe\'es that it is not
reasonable to prohibit parties from
supporting their positions by means of
written presentations and that due
process and effective representation
require it.

The parties are not prohibited from
ruing written arguments. Rather. if the
parties or the administrative law judge
believe that the case is complex or
unusual, the parties may agree to submit
or the administrative law judge may
request written arguments. The FAA
believes that the majority of the cases
before the administrative law judges
will involve simple issues, not requiring
written arguments for their disposition.
Delaying the proceedings to prepare
writlen arguments on issues that could
be sufficlently developed orally at the
hearing is unnecessary. Written
argument or written posthearing briefs
may he med if the parties agree to take
on the extra burden of preparing and
submitting 'vollen briefs or if the
administrative law judge requests
written briefs to address complex or
unusual Issues in a particular case.

Initial Decisions by Ihe Administrative
Law Judge

One commenter expresses concern
that requiring oral decisions. except in
complex or unusual csses. is not
conducive to a thoughtful. well
reasoned. and fair decision. Section
13.231 allows the administrative law
judge in a complex or unusual case to
issue a written decision. If the
administrative law judge determines
that a case involves complex or unusual
issues, or if the parties agree that the
issues are complex or unusual. then the
administrative law judge may issue a
written decision. The FAA believes that
the majority of cases and lssues before
the administrative law judges in
Demonstration Program cases will be

uncomplicated, fact determinations. not
requiring the added time and expense of
preparing a written decision for their
disposition. The DOT administrative
law judges are familiar with the
requirements imposed by the APA for
initial decisions. Therefore. the FAA
believes that decisions issued by the
administrative law judges, whether they
are oral or written. will be thoughtful.
well-reasoned. and fair.

The ABA Administrative Section
expresses concern that the record would
not be complete when the
administrative law judge issued an oral
initial decision. rather than a written
initial decision. The FAA is undertaking
steps to assure that oral initial decisions
ace transcribed and that those
transcripts are made a part of the
record.

Setting ao Appropriate Sanction

Five commenters express concern
over the manner in which civil penalt~es
are assessed. Specifically. three
commenters question whether the
administrative law judge has the

.authority to reduce a proposed sanction.
Two commenters argue that the amount
of a proposed civil penalty should not be
given deference. One commenter
suggests that the finRI rule be amended
to include the factors listed in § 13.16
(applicable to violations of the
Hazardous Materials Transportation
Act) when determining the appropriate
amount of civil penalty for violations of
the FAR. The ABA Administrative
Sectioo asserts that section 901(a){1) of
the FAAct [49 U.S.C.1471(a)(l)J
"mandates that the FAA take into
account se\'eral factors in determining
the amount of civil penalty."

Congress. in enacting the FMct.
established a comprehensive scheme foe
the regulation and promotion of civil
aviation in order to foster its
development and provide for the safe
and efficient use of airspace by both
civil and military aircraft. Pursuant to
the PAAc~ the FAA has promulgated
regulations which are "designed to
enhance the safety of civil aeronautics,"
FAA v. Landy. 705 F.2d 624, 628 (2d Cir.).
eer!. denied. 104 S.C!. 243 (1983).

Upon examination of the evolution of
section 901(a)(1), it is clear that the
criteria listed therein for determining the
appropriate amount of civil penalty
apply only to violations which relate to
the transportation of hazardous .
materials. Specifically. in 1975. Congress
amended section 901(a)(1) by:

(1) insertil18 immediately before the period
at the end of the first sentence thereof and
inserting in lieu thereo£: "exceptthot the
aalount ofsuch civil penalty shall not exceed
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$lO.(}()() for each such violation which relates
to the transportation ofhazardous . - .
materials "; and

(2) deleting in the second sent~nce thereof
"Provided. that this" and inserting in lieu .
thereof the follOWing: "The amount of any
such civi} penally which relates to the
transportation ofhazardous materials s:h.a~l

be assessed by the Secreta"ryJ or his delega.te.
upon written notice upon a finding of
violation by the Secretary. after notice and
an opportunity for a hearing. in delenhinii1g
the amount ofsuch penalty, the Secretary
shall take into account lh,e nature,
circumstances. extent, and gravity of the
violation committed and, with respect to the
person found to have committed such
violation. the degree ofculpability. any
history ofprior offenses, ability to pay. effect
on ability to continue to do business, and
such other matters as justice_may require.
lEmphasis added,)

The FAA believes that Congress did
not disturb the FAA's policy .
prerogatives to choose ~anctit?ns I:?ased
on its determination as to·what sanction
is required in the interest of safety for a
particular type of violation given the- :
FAA's technical assessment o(the
seriousness of that type of violation, and
of other relevant factors affecting safety.

Notwithstanding that Congress limited
the conforming amendments to section
901(a)(1) to violations involving the
transportation of hazardous materials.
the FAA, as a matter of policy,
determined that guidance regarding the
selection of an appropriate sanction for
violations ofTitle VI and any rule,
regulation. or order issued thereunder
should be developed. This policy is
contained in :paragraphs 204 and 207 of
the Enforcement Handbook [FAA Order
2150.3A), and in the Enforcement.
Sanction Guidance Table, Appendix 4 to
FAkOrder 2150.3A.

In view of the foregoing, the FAA
iterates its position. set forth in the
preamble to the final rule. that the
FAA's determination.of a civil penalty
should be given deference in order to
ensure a deterrent sufficient to
encourage compliance.

Moreover, the FAA believes that
affording such deference, when coupled
with the policy guidance regarding the
selection of an appropriate sanction. is
neither inconsistent with § 13.232(a) nor
undercuts the authqrity of the
administrative law judges. Rathe.!;'. it
provides the administrative law judges
with th~:app·rop'ri8te standards to
exercise their role of r~viewing the
FAA's sanction decision under
§ 13.232(a).

Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies
One commenter objects to § 13.16(n).

which states in pertinent part, "[~ln

order or an initial decision of an .
admin~str~tive la~ j~dg~~ th~t.has nO,t

been appealed to the FAA contain a provision similar to the
decisionmaker. does not constitute a NTSB's stale complaint rule found in 49
final order of the Administrator for the CFR 821.33. .
purpos,es of judicial review .. .. "*.tt Neither the FAAct nor the Hazardous
Thus. in order to obtain judicial review Matel'ials Transportation Act (HMTA)
of a civil penalty assessed um;ter the prescribes stale complaint or statute of
Demonstration Program. a party must, limitations requirements for
first'appeal the initial decision Df the commencing civH penalty actions.
administrative law judge to th~ FAA . However. 28 U.S.C. 2462 provides a five-
decisionmaker, This commenter Qelieves year statute of limitations for filing an
this provision violates section 557(b) of action to enforce 8 civil fine or penalty.
the APA. which provides, in pertinent Section 2462 provides:
part, "[w]hen the presiding employee Except as otherwise provided by Act of
[administrative law judge] makes an Congress, an action, suit or proceeding for the
initial decision. that decision then enforcement of any civil fine, penalty, or
beoomes the decision of the agency forfeiture, pecuniary or otherwise, shall not
without further proceedings unless there be entertained unless commenced within five
is an appeal to. or review on motion of, years from the date when the claim first
the agency within the time. provided by accrued if, within the same period. the
rule." The commenter believes this . offender at: the property is found wlthin the
provision allows a person to obtain United &tates in order that proper service.
judicial revjew directly from an initial ' may be ~ade therein: : ' '
decision of the administrative law judge. Congress, -by failing expressly to '

This commenter misreads the provide stale complaint or statute of
AdmInistrative Procedure Act. Section Jimitations requirements in the FAAct
557(b) must. be ~ead in conjunction with and HMTA, intended that the five-year
section 704 of the APA, That section statute of limitations set forth in section
provides in relevant part: 2462 be applicable.

[A]gency action otherwise final is final for As previously noted. § 821.33 of the
the purposes of this section whether or not NTSB's rules provides for dismissal of
there has been presented or detennined an "allegations of offenses which occurred
appli_cation for a declaratory order, for any more than 6 months prior" to the notice
form af reconsiderations, or. unless the of proposed action under section 609(a)
agency otherwise requires by rule and
pro...·jdes that the action meanwhile is of the FAAct, unless the Administrator
inoperative. for an appeal to superior agency establishes that "good cause existed for
authority. (Emphasis added,} the del~y. or that imposition of a

The Attorney General's MOl).ual O(l sanction is warranted in the public
the Administrative Procedure Act, in , , ~n:t:yes;. ~o~~ithsta~~ing the ,
discussing se.ction 557(bj. states 'that
"[i]t is important to note that se:ction . Notwithstanding,tha~ the: enabling
[7041 permits an ageI),cy to require ,statute doe~ not provide for such a
parties to appeal froP'I hearing,officers' , ' limitation. the Board. as a m~tter o~
initial decisions to the agency as a polf~y, decided tbat a 6-month delay in
prerequisite to obtaining judicial , . corrimencing a certificate a.ctiQ,n is prima
review." See Attorney General's Manual. . facie evidenc.e of staleness, ,
on the Administralive.Procedure Ar;t, at 'Furthermore. the Board has given this
83 n.4 (1947). The Manoal. at 103, states policy the fuI) force and effect of law by
simply that this provision "emboqies the . promulgating § 821.33. Th.e FAA, on the
doctrine of exhaustion of administrative other hand, has not made a similar .
remedies." policy 'determination. Furthermore. the

FAA has complied with section 704 in FAA. in carrying out the responsibilities
providing expressly that, "[ilf a party to enforce the FAAct and HMTA
files a notice of appeal pursuant to the through the commencement of civ,il
procedures in Subpart G. the penalty actions under the
effectiveness of any order assessing Demonstration Program is not bound by

, civil penalty is, stayed until a fmal the Board's policy determinations Qr
decision and order of the Admjnistrator regulations. "Tpe ,del~gation o~ PQ\-y(!r to
has been entered on the record," (14 administer a statute carries-wi·th it the
CFR 13.16[mlJ .power to adopt such procedures as are.

-'necessary or p,roper in carrying out its
"Stale'Coinplaints" ,. administrative tasks." B. Schwart~

Four commenters express concern Administrative Law, at 153 (197'6).
that.the FAA, by failing to limit the time. In conclusion. the_sole time constraint
in which the agency may commence impo~ed. on FAA action is toe statule of
civil penalty action. may prejudice a limitations contained in 28 U.S.C. 2462.
respondent's ability to prepare a The FAA has determine.d that
defense. Two of these commenters . imposi~on of a further limitations .
believed that the final rule should period. thrqugh promulgat.ion of a stale
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complaint rule. is not necessary to carry
out its enforcement responsibilities.

FAA Rules Implementing the Equal
Access to Justice Act

Four commenters note that the final
rule does not provide procedures
governing the award of attorney fees
and other expenses under the Equal
Access to Justice Act [EAJA). Several of
these commenters express concern that

the final rule's failure to address this
issue rna)' preclude recovery under the
EAJA.

The FAA believes that procedures
governing Ihe application and award of
attorney fees and other expense should
not be included in the final rule
promulgating procedural rules to govern
on-the-record hearings. Rather, FAA
believes thaI such procedures should be
promulgated in a separate rule.

Accordingly, the FAA is undertaking'.
rulemaking project to prescribe
procedures governing RAJA awards.

Issued in Washington. DC. on March 17.·
1989.

Gregory S. Walden.
ellie/Counsel.
[FR Doc. 8lHl668 Filed 3-17_: 2:10 pm]
BlLJ...tNG CODE 4ttG-13--M
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Parts 91 and 1.35

I Docket No. 25149; SFAR No. 50-2)

RIN 2120-AC70

Special Flight Rules In the Vicinity 01
the Grand Canyon Nallonal Park

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), Department of
Transportation, DOT.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: In May 1988, the FAA issued
a final rule for the operation of aircraft
in the air')pace above the Grand Canyon
up to an altitude of 14,500 feet above
mean sea level (MSLj, with an effective
date of September 22,1988. The
regulations were adopted to comply
with recent legislation requiring
additional flight regulations based on
the recommendations of the U.S.
Department of the mterior. The FAA
requested comments on the final rule at
the time it was published. This action
establishes a corridor into the airport on
the Hualapai Indian Reservation and
simplifies the configuration of a flight
corridor in the vicinity of Dragon Butte
in the central canyon.
DATES: Effective date: April 6, '1989.

Expiration date: Special Federal
Aviation Regulation No. 50-2 expires on
lune 15, 1992.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
David L. Bennett, Office of the Chief
Counsel, AGC-230, Federal Aviation
Administration, 800 Independence
Avenue SW., Washington, DC 20591.
Telephone: (202) 267-3491.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: .

Availability of Document

Any person may obtain a copy of this
document by submitting a request to the
Federal Aviation Administration. Office
of Public Affairs, APA-200, 800
Independence Avenue SW. t

Washington, DC 20591: or by calling
(202) 267-3479. Communications must
identify the special rule number of the
document.

Background

On May 27, 1988, the FAA issued
SFAR 50--2 (53 FR 20264, June 2, 1988), a
special federal aviation regulation
revising prior flight regulations in the
vicinity of the Grand Canyon National
Park. SFAR 50-2 substantially adupted
the recommendations of the Secretary of
the Jnterior. submitted to the FAA in
accordance with section 3 of Pub. L.
100-91.

In summary, SFAR 50-2: (1)
l'.stablishes a Special Flight Rules Area

from the surface to but not including
14,500 feet MSI in the area of the Grand
Canyon; (2) prohibits flights below a
certain altitude in each of five sectors of
this area, with certain exceptions; (3)
establishes flight-free zones from the
surface to 14,500 feet MSL above large
areas of the Park; (4) provides for routes
for commercial tour operators and
transient operators through the canyon
area; and (5) retains local requirements
for terrain avoidance and
communications established by SFAR
50-1.

When SFAR 50-2 was published. the
FAA requested comments on the final
rule to provide interested persons an
additional opportunity to comment on
the details of the rule adopted.

Comments on SFAR 50-2
Five comments were received on

SFAR 50-2 during the comment period.
Commercial helicopter operators
requested that the effective date of the
rule be delayed from September 22 to a
date in November 1988. The reason
given was that air route tour traffic does
not drop off significantly from peak
summer levels until November. The
commenters stated that it would be
difficult for tour pilots to train for and
transition to a new route structure in the
course of high-volume tour operations.

Upon consideration of the comments.
the FAA extended the compliance date
of SFAR 50--2 for the tour operators until
November 1. 1988. in order for the
operators to permit their pilots
additional time to train on the new
routes in a less congested operating
environment. The extension was
published in the Federal Register on
September 22, 1988 (53 FR 36946).

Helicopter operators also requested
clarification of the altitudes in the
Dragon Corridor. In the preamble to the
final rule, the FAA noted that
helicopters would be assigned the
altitude of 7,500 feet MSL in the Dragon
Corridor, for both nurthbound and
southbound operations, and that fixed
Wing aircraft would enter the corridor
from the north at 8,500 feet MSL. The
helicopter operators requested specific
clarification that fixed-wing operators
would not be permitted to descend
below 8,500 feet MSL in the corridor.

Fixed-wing air tour operations in the
Dragon Corridor will be maintained at
an aHitude of 8,500 feet MSL. in
accordance with restrictions in the
operations specifications of the affected
operators. Accordingly. no clarification
in the regulatory language is necessary.

One helicopter operator commented
that the regulated airspace extended far
beyond the boundaries of the Grand
Can~nNational Pilrk, and that the

regulation was not required or
authorized by Pub. L. 100-91 to that
extent. Section 3 of Pub. L. 100-91 refers
to the Grand Canyon. rather than Grand
Canyon National Park, and the FAA
continues to interpret the legislation as
authorizing restrictions in areas
reasonably necessary to reduce noise
impacts on the canyon. In some areas
the Special Flight Rules Area (SFRA)
boundaries are several miles from the
canyon rim, primarily as a result of an
effort to simplify the boundary lines and
align them with local navigation aids,
Operations are not unnecessarily
restricted in these areas, however.

The Forest Service of the Department
of Agriculture commented that FAA had
disregarded its previous comment, filed
in March 1988, objecting to the northern
boundary of the SFRA. The Forest
Service renewed its objection. on the
basis that the SFRA restricted
operations by the Forest Service and its
contractors over lands administered by
the Forest Service. The FAA agrees that
the Forest Service should have
unrestricted air access to all of the lands
under its administration. This can be
accomplished by authorization from the
Laa Vegas Flight Standards District
Office. The FAA does not agree that it is
necessary to amend the northern
boundary of the SFRA, however.

One commenter expressed several
environmentally oriented concerns
about specific provisions of SFAR ~2.

Pirst. while the FAA expressed an intent
to afford some protection for Point
Imperial, the final rule did not restrict
the airspace at that location. 'r:he
Department of the Interior (001), in its
recommendations to the FAA. requested
a large flight-free zone extending across
the canyon north of the North Rim
Overlook, but did not recommend a
flight-free zone around Point Imperial.
With the establishment of the Bright
Angel Flight-Free Zone in SFAR 50-2,
aome air traffic will necessarily be
diverted across the Kaibab Plateau.
However, the FAA has established tour
routes that avoid Point Imperial within a
radius of at least one mile.

This commenter further requested that
the overall number of tour flights over
the Grand Canyon be limited. A
reduction in the number of flights would
be a complex regulatory undertaking,
since flights would need to be regulated
from all possible originating airports,
and a legally sufficient allocation
mechanism would be required for thp
flights permitted. The benefit to a
reduction in flights. in terms of the
actual degree of noise reduction which
might result, is unkno\\<i1. Por these
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reasons, the FAA has not adopted a
limitation on flights.

The same commenter requested that
high-level jet routes be relocated away
from the Grand Canyon National Park.
The FAA will consider the relocation of
iet routes following the 2-year study of
aircraft overflight oftbe park now being
undertaken by the National Park
Service.

The commenter also requested that
the Dragon Corridor be relocated to the
west to avoid aircraft noise impacts on
the Boucher Trail. Hennit Trail. and
Tonto Trail. Alternatively, the
commenter recommended that the
corridor be closed for part of the year or
that traffic levels be restricted in the
corridor.

SFAR 5(}-2 established the Dragon
Corridor in the location recommended
by DOl, with minor changes to the
configuration of the corridor for air
navigation purposes. Under the
provisions of Pub. L. 1lXH11, the FAA
could not place .the corridor in a location
different than that recommended by DOl
for reasons other than aviation safety.
including environmental reasons.
Limitations on the use of the corridor
were not recommended by DOl, and the
FAA does not believe that the
imposition of additional restrictions are
warranted prior to completion of the 2
year study mandated by Pub. L. lllO-91.

However, the National Park Service
has requested that the 4-mile-wide
corridor at 10,500 feet MSL and above
be altered to coincide with the
alignment of the lower. 2-mile-wide
portion of the corridor between Dragon
Butte and Cocopa Point. The original
alignment of the upper portion is on a
radial off the Page Very High Frequency
Omni Range (VORl, to assist transient
pilots in navigation throug~ the area. In
September 1988, an FAA flight check
indicated that the Page VOR signal
could not be received below 12,500 feet
MSL in the corridor. Because the VOR .
signal cannot be received in a
substantial part of the upper corridor,
the FAA believes there is no reason to
continue the separate alignments of the
upper and lower pacUons of the corridor.
Accordingly, the agency is simplifying
the entire corridor to align both the
upper and lower portions between the
Dragon Butte and Cocopa Point. The
width of the corridor at 10,500 feet MSL
and above will remain 4 nautical miles.

After the c\ose of the comment period.
the Truxton Canyon Agency of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. U.S.
Department of the Interior, submitted
comments on behalf of the Hualapai
Indian Tribe. The Hualapai reservation
occupies extensive lands south of the
Colorado ~iver adjacent to the Grand

Canyon National Park, and the
reservation is partly within the SFRA.

The Hualapai Tribe has established a
landing strip on the reservation in the
west canyon area, on a plateau south of
the canyon rim. The current status of the
landing strip is private use. although it is
the tribe's intention that the airport
eventually be accessible to transient
pilots to fly in for shopping and tours of
the reservation. Because the airport is
located in the special flight rules area,
and below the minimum flight altitude
for the western sector of the SFRA,
transient pilots cannot use the airport
without special authorization in writing
from the FAA Flight Standards District
Office. The tribe has complained that
this unacceptably restricts public access
to the reservation and interferes with
the tribe's economic development plans.

Operations in and out of the Hualapai
Reservation airport would have no noise
or other environmental impacts on the
Grand Canyon National Park or on any
noise-sensitive areas of the Grand
Canyon. The tribe's request to modify
the SFRA to permit unrestricted public
access to the airport is supported by the
National Park Service as well as the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. Accordingly.
the FAA is revising the southern
boundary of the SFRA in the west
canyon area to establish a corridor to
the Hualapai Reservation airport.
Access to the airport will be from the
south, and operations at the airport will
nol be permitted to cross the canyon
rim.

Amendment to SFAR 50-2

In consideration of the comments
received in response to the request for
comments contained in SFAR 50-Z, the
FAA is adopting an amendment to
Special Federal Aviation Regulation
(SFAR) 5~2 to:

1. Revise the boundary of the SFRA to
provide a corridor for unrestricted
access to the airport on the Hualapai
Reservation, located south of the canyon
rim in the west canyon area.

Z. Revise the configuration of the
Dragon Corridor to center the upper
portion, beginning at 10,500 feet MSL, on
the centerline of the lower portion.

This rule is effective less than 30 days
after publication in the Federal Register.
because it relieves a restriction
contained in the earlier rule and
because an effective date coincident
with the effective date of the new Las
Vegas Sectional Aeronautical Chart wUl
promote safety.

Environmental Review

An environmental assessment of
SFAR 50-2 and Finding of No Significant
Impact have been placed in the rules

docket. This amendment does not alter
the conclusions in that document.

Economic Evaluation

Because the economic impact of this
amendment is so minimal, a regulatory
evaluation is unnecessary. For the same
reason. the FAA certifies that the
amendment will not have a significant
effect on a substantial number of small
entities.

For the reasons set forth above, the
FAA has determined that this proposed
amendment (1) 1S not 8 major rule under
Executive Order 12291, and (2) is not
considered significant under Department
of Transportation Regulatory Policies
and Procedures (44 FR 11024; February
28,1979).

Federalism Detennination

The amendment set forth herein
would not have substantial direct effects
on the states. on the relationship
between the national government and
the states, or on the distribution of
power and responsibilities among the
various levels of government. Therefore,
in accordance with Executive Order
12612, it is determined that this
regulation does not have federalism
implications warranting the preparation
of a Federalism Assessment.

List of Subjects in 14 CFR Parts 91 and
135

Aircraft, Aviation safety, Air taxi and
commercial operators, Grand Canyon.

The Amendment Adopted

For the reasons set out above, the
Federal Aviation Administration is
amending Part 91 and Part 135 of the
Federal Aviation Regulations, 14 CFR
Parts 91 and 135, by revising Special
Federal Aviation Regulation No. 50-2 as
follows:

PARTS 91 AND 135-{AMENDEDJ

1. The authority citation for Part 91
contiilUes to read as follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 1301(7), 1303. 1344,
1348,1352 through 1355. 1401. 1421. 1422
through 1431. 1471, 1472, 1502, 1510, 1522, and
2121 through 2125: Articles 12, 29. 31. and
32{a.) of the ConvenUon on International Civil
Aviation (61 Stat. 1180): 42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.;
E.O. 11514: 49 U.S.C. l06[g) (Revised Pub. I.
97-449. January 12. 1983).

2. The authority citation for Part 135
continues to read as follows:

Autbority: 49 U.S.C. 1354(0), 1355(s1, 1421
through 1431. and 1502: 49 U.S.C. l06(g)
(Revised Pub. L. 97-449. January 12, 1983).

3. SFAR 5~2 is amended by revising
section 1 and-(b) and Ie) of section 4 to
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Section 4. Flight-free zones. Except In an
emergency or if otherwise necessary for
safety of flight. or unless otherwise
authorized by the Flight Standards District
Office for a purpose listed in section 3(b), no
person may operate an aircraft in the Special
Flight Rules Area within the ConowIng areas:
• • * *

113°11'00" W.: to lat. 35°42'30" N.,long.
113°11'00" W.: to 35°38'30" N.; long. 113°27'30"
-W.; thence counterclockwise via the 5 statute
mile radius of the Peach Springs VORTAC to
lat. 35°41'20" N.,long. 113°36'00" W.; to lat.
35°55'25" N., long. 113"49'10" W.; to lat.
35°57'45" N.• 113°45'20" W.; Ihence northwest
along the park boundary to 1st. saoOZ'20" N., .
long. 113°50'15" W.: to 36°()()'tO" N., long.
113°53'45" W.: thence to the point of
beginning.

(b) Bright Angel Flight-Free Zone, Within
an area bounded by a line beginning at Lat.
35°59'30" N., Long. 111°55'30" W.; to Lat
35°59'30" N., Long. 11Z004'(X)" W.: thence
counterclockwise via the 5·statute-mile
radius oC the Grand Canyon Airport point
(Let. 35'57'09" N" Long, 112·08'47" W,) to Let_
36·01'30" N" Long, 112·11'00" W,: to Lat.
36·06'15" N" Long, 112·12'50" W,; to Let.
96°14'40" N., Long. 112°08'50" W.: to Let.
96°14'40" N.• Long. 111°57'30" W.; to Lat.
36°12'30" N., Long. 111°53'50" W.; to the-point
of origin; but not including the airspace at

read as follows (section 4 introductory
text is republished):

Special Federal Aviation Regulation No. 50-%

Special Flight Rules in the Vicinity of the
Grand Canyon National Pork. AZ

Section 1. Applicability. This rule
prescribes special operating rules for all
peI'50ns operating aircraft In the following
airspace. designated as the Grand Canyon
National Park Special Flight Rules Area:

That airspace extending upward from the
surface up to but not including 14.500 feet
MSL within an area bounded by 8 line
beginning at lat. 36"09'30" N.• long. 114°03'00"
W.; northeast to lat. 36°14'00" N., long.
113°09'50" W.; thence northeast along the
boundary of the Grand Canyon National Park
to 36"22'55" N., long. 112"52'00" W.; to lat.
36"30'30" N.tlong. 112°36'15" W. to lat.
36°21'30" N., long. 112°00'00" W. to lat
36·35'30" N"long, 111·53'10" W" to lat.
36°53'00" N.,long. 111°36'45" W. to lat
36°53'00" N.• long. 111°33'00" W.; 10 lat.
36°19'00" N.,long. 111°50'50" W.; to lat.
36°17'00" N"long. 111°42'00" W.; to Iat.
35°59'30" N., long. 111~42'00" W.: to 1st.
35°51'30" N., long. 112°03'55" W.; thence
counterclockwise via the 5 statute mile radius
of the Grand Canyon Airport airport
reference point (lat. 35°51'09" N., long.
112·08'47" W,J to lat. 35·57'30" N"long,
112°14'00" W.; 10 lat. 35°57'30" N., long.

• • •

and above 10.500 feet MSL within 1 mile of
the eastern boundary between the southern
boundary and Lat. 96°04'50" N. or the
airspace at and above 10.500 feet MSL within
2 miles of the northwest boundary. The area
bounded by the Bright Angel and Shinumo
Flight-Free Zones is designated the "Dragon
Corridor."

(e) Shinumo Flight-Free Zone. Within an
area bounded by aline beginning at Lot.
36°04'00" N., Long. 112°16'40" W.; northwest
along the park boundary to a point at Lal.
36'11'45" N" Long, 112'32'15" W,: to Let.
36°21'15" N.• Long. 112°20'20" W,; east along
the park boundary to Lst. 36°21'15" N., Long.
112·13'55" W,: to Lat. 36·,4'40" N" Long.
112°11'25" W.; to the point of origin. The area
between the Thunder River/Toroweap Bnd
Shinumo Flight Free Zones is designated the
"Fossil Canyon Corridor."
•• ••
(Aulhority: 49 U,S,C, 1303. 1348, 1354{8J, 1421,
and 1422; 16 U,S,C, 226g: Pub,I. ll)()-111.
August 16, 1967: 49 U,S,C. l00(g) (Revised
Pub, I. 97-449, January 12, 1963J,

Issued in Washington, DC on March 17.
1969,

Ro~rtE. Whittington,
Acting Administrator.
[I'R Doc, 69-6669 Piled 3-21-ll9; 8:45 em)

BIWNG CODE: 4'10.13-11
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